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due to the fact that the electorate was rarely neffllrible; The elec-
.	t J .	^   .         torate rarely
constituencies nad to be managed not merely in election neglected,
years but at all times; electors had to be won and their
friendship retained. Agreements between patrons had to
be kept secret, " to prevent the mutiny of the generality
of the Freemen, who are always averse to such peaceable
doings/'1 At Dover, though the Government influence
was dominant, there was a complaint against the nomination
of candidates se without any ways consulting the inclinations
of the Corporation." At Taunton 250 voters had to be but the
given 293. each, a dinner had to be provided after the often
election and a piece of plate presented to the Mayor, at a bougat*
cost of £io5.2 At Seaford, a close Treasury borough, only
" a dinner to the gentlemen, a double fee to the Ringers,
and a double portion of Beer to the populace " were needed,3
At Malmesbury, Brice Fisher was assisted to election by
judicious placing of contracts with local clothiers.4 At
Bedwin voters secured £5 each and the payment of
debts, or orders for spinning wool at 2os. per lb.5 At
Penryn a breakfast was needed to win the voters, and " in
the slang of Penryn, the word * breakfast * came to be
synonymous with a bribe of £24/'6 Even professorships
and fellowships at Universities were asked for in return for
votes. In fact, it was the voters who were anxious for
elections, and patrons who wished to avoid them. For
instance, at Coventry, the landlord of lf The Bull}t tried to in-
duce Mr. Waring to stand for the borough so that there
might be a contest in 1768.7 At Penryn a club was formed
in 1805 to manage elections to the best advantage of the
electors.8
Hence {t corruption was not a shower-bath from above, corruption
constructed by Walpole, the Pelhams or George III, but a S
water-spout springing from the rock of freedom, to meet the
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